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5.4.1 There is a registered Alumni Association that contributes significantly to the 

development of the institution through financial and/or other support services. 

Contribution of alumni association to the institution  

Shram Sadhana Bombay Trust’s College of Engineering & Technology, Jalgaon has well 

connected network of its Alumni. The alumni support the institution and contribute to its 

institutional and academic development. Every year Alumni meet is arranged in the campus, 

to bring together all the old students to share their experiences with faculty. The alumni 

actively participate in the alumni meet and share their experiences. The alumni are also 

taking active participation in curriculum development and syllabus framing through 

interaction. The alumni regularly visit the campus during weekends and participate in 

knowledge sharing activities which would help current students to decide proper career 

options either to go with the placement opportunity or choose higher studies or to take the 

path of startup journey (entrepreneurship). Such talks/training and Hands-on sessions by the 

alumni to the students which are regularly arranged in every department, help students to 

identify their career path by enhancing the required aptitude in their respective domain. The 

Alumni also actively involve and support the student on placement opportunities and in pre-

placement in training so as to build the necessary skills/training based on recent technology 

and scenario. They also advice students on the importance of Internships in Industry and 

how to approach the industry for seeking an internship.  

The network of alumni is very well active on social media such as linkden, Facebook, 

Whatsapp etc. The institute alumni coordinator, head of department and all faculties are very 

well connected to the alumni through these platforms. In the Covid-19 pandemic the alumni 

association has organized online live face book lecture series of the eminent alumni to 

update themselves to various new technologies and career guidance. The alumni association 

paves way for the present students to have informal meets and interactions with the alumni 

which motivates and channelizes their concentration in various areas of knowledge and skills 

that need to be improved or enhanced. 
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Year-wise link of alumni reports: 

Alumni_reports 

Notices_and_Feedbacks_fromAlumnis 

 

https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/Criteria_5/upload%205.4.1/Alumini_Reports.pdf
https://sscoetjalgaon.ac.in/public/naac/Criteria_5/upload%205.4.1/Notices_and_Feedbacks_from%20Alumnis.pdf

